Introduction
As an important part of control chart, Process Capability Index （CP, CP K ） is a main measurement on process control. When production process is under statistical control, Process Capability Index is measurement on measuring how well the capability of production process can satisfy product quality standard.
Fuzzy set distance is an index on measuring how close two fuzzy sets approach. When fuzzy set distance goes to 1, it means these two fuzzy sets are similar. And when fuzzy set distance goes to 0, it means these two fuzzy sets are different. Fuzzy set distance is a quantized index of describing the degree of approximation between two fuzzy sets. Fuzzy set distance is usually shown as ( , ) N A B .
[1]
Analysis of Process Capability Index under Beta Distribution
Assume fuzzy set distance as the random variable which follows Beta distribution Beta( , ) ab .
According to abnormal distribution, analyzing process capability indexes. Set  correspond to 0.135% and 99.865% quantile of fuzzy set distance, respectively. Then Process Capability Index under Beta Distribution P C is: [2] (1)
In Equation (1), T is tolerance, the range of production. Based on control chart of fuzzy set distance, Tolerance range is usually . U T is the upper limit of common difference. Only if unilateral process capability index PU C  is below the upper limit of common difference, it has significant practical value in the control chart of fuzzy set distance. PU C  is shown below:
Similar to the method above, when the tolerance center and the center of quality characteristic value distribution are different, define skew process capability index PK C as below:
In Equation (3) 
In Equation (4), 0.99865  is the 0.135% quantile of sample in actual producing process, and 0.00135  is the 99.865% quantile of sample in actual producing process. When sample quantity is not very large, Bootstrap method can be took advantage to extend sample quantity. After sample quantity get large, centile of sample can be got. For instance, when sample quantity is 100, set Bootstrap as a base, get 100 selections. [4] In each selection, select 100 samples and then put them back. So get a sample which contains 10000 sample quantity. Then set the sequence of fuzzy set distance of each sample from low to high, take the mean value of 13th sample and 14th sample as Furthermore, after simulation, get the sample statistic value of P C , PÛ C , and PK C , is shown in Table 1 . Under the analysis on Table 1 and Fig.2, Fig.3 
Conclusion
This paper analyzes process capability by the features of random variable in fuzzy set distance. Based on reference, extend the definition of process capability index P C and PK C . [5] Then, get three process capability indexes P C  , PK C  , and PU C  , which follow Beta distribution. However, after research, these indexes are restrictive for leveling process capability. Then, with optimized analysis on process capability of rate of rejection, product quality loss, and product value, get the way to optimize overall parameters of Beta distribution. At last, introduce P C and PK
C
as the estimate value of P C and PK C  relatively. Due to complexity of these estimate values, Monte Carlo method is introduced to get distribution simulation, then take deep analysis on these distribution.
